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Abstract
Amulti-scale model for the analysis of granular systems is proposed, which combines the principles of a coupled FEM–DEM
approach with a novel servo-control methodology for the implementation of appropriate micro-scale boundary conditions.
A mesh convergence study is performed, whereby the results of a quasi-static biaxial compression test are compared with
those obtained by direct numerical simulations. The comparison demonstrates the capability of the multi-scale method to
realistically capture the macro-scale response, even for macroscopic domains characterized by a relatively coarse mesh; this
makes it possible to accurately analyse large-scale granular systems in a computationally efficient manner. The multi-scale
framework is applied to study in a systematic manner the role of individual micro-structural characteristics on the effective
macro-scale response. The effect of particle contact friction, particle rotation, and initial fabric anisotropy on the overall
response is considered, as measured in terms of the evolution of the effective stress, the volumetric deformation, the average
coordination number and the induced anisotropy. The trends observed are in accordance with notions from physics, and
observations from experiments and other DEM simulations presented in the literature. Hence, it is concluded that the present
framework provides an adequate tool for exploring the effect of micro-structural characteristics on the macroscopic response
of large-scale granular structures.
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1 Introduction

The intrinsic influence of the discrete micro-structure of
granular materials on their effective material properties and
structural response is nowadays well recognized. The mor-
phology, material evolution and mechanical interactions at
the particle scale all contribute to the observed macroscopic
non-linear failure and deformation behaviour. Multi-scale
approaches provide an ideal tool for the modelling of granu-
lar systems, as they allow to directly incorporate the complex
behaviour of the discrete micro-structure into the response
of large-scale structural problems. This is typically done
by coupling the discrete element method (DEM), which
accurately represents the complex particle behaviour at the
micro scale [1–10], to the finite element method (FEM),
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which enables to efficiently solve boundary value problems
at the macro scale. As a general principle, each integra-
tion point in the macro-scale FEM model is connected to
a corresponding DEM micro-scale model via the applica-
tion of adequate homogenization relations. In specific, a
macroscopic deformationmeasure is imposedon the granular
micro-structure through the definition of appropriate bound-
ary conditions [11,12]. The DEM model is solved in turn,
providing the particle contact forces in the granular assembly.
These forces are subsequently translated into a macroscopic
stress measure, which is required to solve the boundary value
problem at the structural level. Several examples of coupled
FEM–DEMapproaches for granularmaterials have been pre-
sented in the literature. In [13,14] a quasi-static multi-scale
method is formulated within the framework of small defor-
mations, whereby the role of the particle microstructure on
the effective frictional failure response of macroscopic sam-
ples is analysed, with a special focus on the initiation of
strain localization. In [15] a small-strain multi-scale frame-
work is proposed that elegantly computes the mechanical
response for various monotonic and cyclic loading prob-
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lems, whereby drained as well as undrained conditions are
considered. In [16] this framework is applied for developing
multi-scale insights into classical geomechanical problems,
such as retaining wall and footing problems. Coupled FEM–
DEM approaches are commonly validated by analysing the
macroscopic structural response in experimental tests typi-
cal for granular media, such as a biaxial compression test
[11,15,17–19], a slope stability test [20], or a (cyclic) shear
test [15].

In the current communication a novel multi-scale frame-
work is presented for granular materials, which employs the
formulation and implementation of the micro-scale bound-
ary conditions recently published in [12]. This formulation is
based on the first-order homogenization approach originally
proposed in [11], which includes important aspects that are
usually ignored in other homogenization methods for parti-
cle systems, namely (i) theHill–Mandelmicro-heterogeneity
condition that enforces consistency of energy at the micro-
and macro scales, (ii) the influence of particle rotations in
the formulation of micro-to-macro scale transitions, and (iii)
a rigorous generalization of the multi-scale relations within
the theory of finite deformations. The implementation of the
micro-scale boundary conditions is performed with a servo-
control algorithm that uses a feedbackprinciple similar to that
of algorithms applied in control theory of dynamic systems.
The servo-control algorithm has several attractive features
compared to other methods used for implementing micro-
scale boundary conditions. Firstly, from the computational
viewpoint the algorithm is relatively simple to implement.
Secondly, it can be implemented at the level of the interface
communicating information between the macro-scale FEM
and micro-scale DEMmodels, whereby modifications of the
FEM and DEM source codes are not needed. The algorithm
can therefore be easily combined with commercial software,
whose source codes generally are not available to the user.
Thirdly, in contrast to the often-used penalty method, the
servo-control methodology preserves the physical meaning
of the homogenized stress measure derived from the granu-
lar assembly. Further, the limit case at which the micro-scale
boundary conditions are met exactly is rigorously retrieved
from the formulation, see [12] for more details.

The first aim of this communication is to demonstrate how
the servo-control algorithm for the micro-scale boundary
conditions can be conveniently incorporated in a multi-
scale FEM–DEM framework. Accordingly, the governing
equations of the multi-scale framework are formulated, and
their numerical implementation is validated by comparing
the computational results obtained for a quasi-static biax-
ial compression test to those calculated by direct numerical
simulations. The convergence behaviour of the numerical
results under mesh refinement is analysed, and the hetero-
geneity of the mechanical response across the specimen
height is explored. The second aim of this communication

is to show how the FEM–DEM framework can be used for
analysing the influence of micro-structural characteristics on
the macroscopic response of a granular system. Using the
biaxial compression test, the microscopic properties selected
for the variation study are the particle contact friction, the par-
ticle rotation and the initial fabric anisotropy.The influence of
these properties on the overall, macroscopic response is anal-
ysed by computing the evolution of the effective stress, the
volumetric deformation, the average coordination number,
and the induced fabric anisotropy. This study is essential for
gaining confidence in the quality of the multi-scale formula-
tion; nonetheless, most other works on coupled FEM–DEM
modelling do not consider such a study, but refer to a spe-
cific example simulation for the validation of the proposed
method.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the numerical homogenization framework for particle aggre-
gates by defining the macro-scale and micro-scale models
and the scale transition relations. Section 3 discusses numer-
ical implementation aspects. The explicit time integration
scheme adopted for the macro-scale problem is outlined,
and details are provided on the dynamic relaxation proce-
dure applied for satisfying the equilibrium conditions, and on
the servo-control algorithm used for defining the boundary
conditions at the micro scale. The section ends with a pre-
sentation of the coupled FEM–DEM solution algorithm. In
Sect. 4, the performance of the proposed multi-scale frame-
work is analysed for a biaxial compression test by comparing
the computational results to those obtained by direct numer-
ical simulations. A mesh convergence study is performed,
and the role of several micro-structural parameters on the
macroscopic response is studied. Some concluding remarks
are provided in Sect. 5.

In this communication the following notationwill be used.
The cross product and dyadic product of two vectors are
denoted as a × b = ei jkai b jek and a ⊗ b = aib jei ⊗ e j ,
respectively. Here ei jk is the permutation symbol, ei , e j and
ek are unit vectors in a Cartesian vector basis, and Einstein’s
summation convention is used on repeated tensor indices.
The inner products between two vectors and two second-
order tensors are given by a · b = aibi and A : B = Ai j Bi j ,
respectively. The action of a second-order tensor on a vector
is indicated as A · b = Ai j b jei . The symbol ∇ indicates the
gradient operator with respect to the reference configuration,
and |.| refers to the absolute value of a variable. Occasion-
ally, field variables referring to the macroscopic scale are
indicated by an overbar, for instance F̄, in order to avoid
misinterpretation.

The present study focuses on two-dimensional particle
aggregates. Accordingly, the dimensions related to volume,
area, stress and mass density are consistently presented
in their reduced form as length2, length, force/length and
mass/length2, respectively.
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2 Multi-scale framework for particle
aggregates

This section treats the main principles of a multi-scale
homogenization strategy for granular structures. These prin-
ciples ensue from transforming relevant theorems used in
classical first-order homogenization theories [21–24] from a
continuous setting to a discrete setting. For more details on
this aspect the reader is referred to [12,25,26].

2.1 Macro-scale problem

Consider a two-dimensional macroscopic domain with an
initial, undeformed volume � and boundary ∂�, charac-
terized by a heterogeneous, granular micro-structure. The
macroscopic domain is subjected to loadings and constraints
at the boundaries under which the separation of scales
principle holds, i.e., the characteristic length scale of the
micro-structure is much smaller than the typical length
across which themacroscopic deformation varies. Under this
assumption, the macroscopic domain may be considered as a
Boltzmann continuum, governed by the classical equilibrium
equations:

∇ · P̄ + b̄ = 0 and F̄ · P̄T − P̄ · F̄T = 0 in �, (1)

with the boundary conditions

P̄ · N = t̄∗ on ∂�t (2)

ū = ū∗ on ∂�u . (3)

In Eq. (1), P̄ is the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress, b̄ is the body
force per unit volume, and F̄ = ∇(x) is the macroscopic
deformation gradient, which is a function of the current posi-
tion x. In relations (2) and (3) the external traction t̄∗ is
imposed on the boundary ∂�t characterized by the normal
direction N, and the displacement ū∗ is prescribed on the
boundary ∂�u .

In order to solve the boundary value problem defined
by Eqs. (1)–(3), a constitutive relation between the stress
and the deformation is required. Instead of assuming a phe-
nomenological constitutive equation, amulti-scale procedure
is adopted that retrieves the constitutive response numeri-
cally from a computational analysis of the granular domain
at the micro scale. The main features of the multi-scale
scheme are illustrated in Fig. 1. At each material point the
macroscopic deformation gradient F̄ is calculated, and sub-
sequently imposed on the corresponding micro-structural
domain via appropriate micro-scale boundary conditions.
After solving the response of the granular medium at the
micro scale, from the particle contact forces at the boundaries
the effective macroscopic stress P̄ of the particle medium is

MACRO-SCALE

MICRO-SCALE

MATERIAL POINT DEFORMATION

DISCRETE

STRESS

STANDARD CONTINUUM

Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the macroscopically continuous-
microscopically discrete multi-scale framework. (Color figure online)

computed, which is returned to the macro scale to solve the
macroscopic equilibrium expressed by Eq. (1).

2.2 Micro-scale problem

The micro-scale geometry is represented by a two-
dimensional square domain composed of P + Q rigid parti-
cles. These particles are partitioned into P inner particlesPp

with p = 1, . . . , P , defining the initial interior domain V ,
and Q boundary particles Pq with q = 1, . . . , Q, defining
the undeformed boundary ∂V . The boundary particles can be
further split into corner particles Pc with c = 1, . . . , 4 and
the remaining edge particlesPe with e = 1, . . . , E = Q−4.
The reference configuration of the centroids of the inner
and boundary particles is denoted by the position vectors
Xp ∈ Pp andXq ∈ Pq , respectively. The undeformedmicro-
scale domain is schematically shown in Fig. 2a.

Fig. 2 a Two-dimensional particle aggregate of undeformed volume
V and boundary ∂V . Light blue and blue colors refer to inner Pp and
boundary Pq particles, respectively; b particle contact forces fcp act-
ing on inner particle p ∈ Pp in its current position xp; c boundary
forces aq , boundary momentsmq , and particle contact forces fcq acting
on boundary particle q ∈ Pq in its current position xq . (Color figure
online)
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The effective response of the granular assembly is derived
by using classical homogenization principles, in the tran-
sition from a continuous to a discrete description. In this
perspective, the finite area vectorAq and the boundary forces
aq are defined at the centroids of the boundary particles Pq

as

∫
∂V

Nds → Aq and
∫

∂V
t ds → aq for q = 1 . . . , Q.

(4)

Here, N is the normal vector associated to the undeformed
boundary ∂V of the micro-scale domain, t is the boundary
traction in the reference configuration, and ds denotes an
infinitesimal part of the boundary surface. The initial area
vector Aq is computed by accounting for the different radii
of the boundary particles [12,25]:

Aq = Rq

Rq + Rq−1
(Xq − Xq−1) × e3

+ Rq

Rq + Rq+1
(Xq+1 − Xq) × e3, (5)

in which Rq+1, Rq and Rq−1 are the radii of adjacent bound-
ary particles q + 1, q and q − 1, respectively. In addition,
e3 is the unit vector in the out-of-plane direction of the two-
dimensional particle structure, as indicated in Fig. 2. It is
emphasized that in Eq. (5) the boundary particles must be
numbered in the counterclockwise direction to arrive at an
area vector pointing in the outward normal direction of the
boundary.

The kinematics of a rigid particle i within the granular
assembly departs from the linearisation of the macroscopic
deformation map. The current position xi of the centroid of
particle i can be expressed as

xi = F̄ · Xi + wi for i = 1 . . . , P + Q. (6)

The first term in the right hand side of Eq. (6) reflects the con-
tribution on the micro-scale kinematics by the macroscopic
homogeneous deformation gradient F̄, and the second term
indicates the local fluctuation wi of the micro-scale position
field with respect to the applied homogeneous deformation.
The macroscopic deformation is imposed via the frame of
boundary particles Pq , which induces contact forces fp and
fq on the inner and boundary particles, and boundary forces
aq and moments mq on the boundary particles, see Fig. 2b,
c. The force and moment equilibria of the overall granular
micro-structure can be expressed as

Q∑
q=1

aq = 0 and
Q∑

q=1

(xq × aq + mq ) = 0 for q = 1 . . . , Q, (7)

with xq the current position vector of the boundary particles.
Additionally, local equilibrium conditions must be formu-
lated for each of the inner particles Pp and for each of the
boundary particles Pq :

Nc
p∑

c=1

fcp = 0 and

Nc
p∑

c=1

(xcp − xp) fcp = 0 for p = 1 . . . , P, (8)

Nc
q∑

c=1

fcq = −aq and

Nc
q∑

q=1

(xcq − xq)fcq = −mq for q = 1 . . . , Q. (9)

Equation (8) describes force and moment equilibrium of
Nc

p contact forces fcp at discrete contact points xcp on the
surface of the interior particle p, with respect to its cur-
rent configuration xp, see Fig. 2b. Analogously, relation (9)
expresses force andmoment equilibriumof Nc

q contact forces
fcq at contact points xcq on the surface of the boundary parti-
cle q, in relation to its current configuration xq , see Fig. 2c.
Note that the combination of expressions (8) and (9) results
in expression (7).

In order to solve the micro-scale problem, a contact law
describing the particle interactions is finally required. In the
present work, a stick-slip contact law is adopted that relates
the contact forces fci to the corresponding contact displace-
ments �uci as [1]

fn = kn�un and fs =
{
ks�us if | fs | ≤ −μ fn,

μ fn otherwise.

(10)

where the superscript c and subscript i on the contact force
and contact displacement have been dropped for the sake
of clarity. The normal particle contact force fn (with ten-
sion considered as positive and compression as negative)
depends on the normal particle overlap �un between two
particles in contact through a multiplication by the normal
contact stiffness kn . When the contact is fully sticking, the
tangential particle contact force fs is proportional to the
relative tangential displacement �us at the particle contact
via a multiplication by the tangential contact stiffness ks .
This elastic constitutive relation holds up to a limit value at
which frictional sliding is initiated, as defined by the normal
force multiplied by the particle contact friction coefficient
μ.
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2.3 Scale transition relations

2.3.1 Macro-to-micro: kinematics and boundary conditions

The kinematical averaging relation is an essential ingredient
for establishing the micro-to-macro coupling, by requiring
the macro-scale deformation gradient to be equal to the vol-
ume average of the local, micro-scale deformation gradients.
In a discrete setting, this is equivalent to the expression
[11,12,26]

F̄ = 1

V

Q∑
q=1

xq ⊗ Aq . (11)

Equation (11) is enforced to obtain appropriate boundary
conditions in terms of displacements and rotations of the
boundary particles of the granular micro-structure. Differ-
ent types of boundary conditions may be selected to satisfy
the constraint given by Eq. (11), see e.g. [11,12], among
which the periodic boundary conditions adopted in the
present study. Periodic boundary conditions already provide
a realistic effective response for micro-structural volumes
of relatively small to moderate size, which is commonly
bounded by the upper and lower estimates obtained from,
respectively, displacement and traction boundary conditions
[12,22,23]. Under periodic boundary conditions both the dis-
placements and rotations of the boundary particles Pq are
subjected to periodicity requirements:

x+
q − x−

q = F̄ · (X+
q −X−

q ) and θ+
q − θ−

q = 0 on ∂V ,

(12)

with θq themagnitude of the boundary particle center rotation
θq = θqe3, where e3 is the unit vector in the out-of-plane
direction of the 2D particle structure. Superscripts + and −
refer to corresponding particles on opposite boundaries +
and − of the granular assembly. Note that Eq. (12)1 directly
follows from Eq. (6), by using the periodicity requirement
that the local fluctuations at two opposite boundaries must
be equal, w+

q = w−
q . From the viewpoint of equilibrium, the

forces and moments on opposite periodic boundaries need to
be anti-periodic, thus satisfying the relations

a+
q + a−

q = 0 and m+
q + m−

q = 0 on ∂V , (13)

with mq the magnitude of the boundary moment, i.e., mq =
mqe3.

2.3.2 Micro-to-macro: macroscopic stress and Hill–Mandel
condition

In the micro-to-macro scale transition the macro-scale first
Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is required to be equal to the
surface average of the micro-scale forces aq acting on the
boundary ∂V of the particle aggregate:

P̄ = 1

V

Q∑
q=1

aq ⊗ Xq . (14)

This expression, together with Eqs. (11) and (12), satisfies
the condition on energy consistency between the macro and
micro scales, known as theHill–Mandelmicro-heterogeneity
condition [27]. For a discrete particle system, the Hill–
Mandel condition specifies into [12,25]

P̄ : δ F̄ = 1

V

Q∑
q=1

aq · δxq . (15)

Equation (15) essentially states that the volume average
of the virtual work applied at the boundaries of the granu-
lar micro-structure equals the virtual work of a macroscopic
material point.

Finally, the numerical results of the multi-scale simu-
lations will be presented in terms of components of the
macro-scale Cauchy stress tensor σ̄ . This stress measure is
obtained from the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress P̄ computed
through (14) by using the common transformation rule:

σ̄ = 1

det
(
F̄

) P̄ · F̄T
. (16)

3 Numerical implementation

3.1 Macro-scale problem

3.1.1 Finite element formulation

In order to determine the solution of the macro-scale prob-
lem, a finite element formulation based on the theory of
large deformations is employed. To this end, a total Lagrange
scheme is adopted, for which the initial, undeformed macro-
scale domain � is discretized into the domain �h by using
ne finite elements of volume �e ∈ �h . In the finite element
formulation the strong form of the quasi-static macroscopic
equilibrium (1) is transformed into the weak form, which,
after integration by parts and using Gauss theorem, results in

∫
�

P̄ : δ F̄ d� +
∫

�

b̄ · δū d� −
∫

∂�

t̄ · δū d∂� = 0. (17)
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The first and second integrals in Eq. (17) represent the inter-
nal work and external work contributions, computed with
respect to the test functions δ F̄ = ∇(δū) and δū, respec-
tively. In the spatial discretization procedure, the weak form
(17) is approximated by formulating the continuous displace-
ment field ū in terms of finite element interpolation functions,
which leads to a system of non-linear algebraic equations

fint (U) − fext = 0. (18)

Here, the vector U contains the nodal values of the macro-
scopic displacement field ū. The internal and external force
vectors are given by

fint (U) =
∫

�

BT · P̄(U) d� and

fext =
∫

�

N T b̄ d� +
∫

∂�

N T t̄ d∂�, (19)

whereN and B are matrices incorporating the interpolation
functions and their spatial derivatives, respectively.

3.1.2 Dynamic relaxation

In the present work an explicit time marching scheme
based on dynamic relaxation is adopted. The purpose of the
dynamic relaxationmethod is to reach static equilibrium from
the equations of motion in a relatively fast and numerically
robust fashion, by effectively dissipating the kinetic energy
of the modelled system. This requires the computation of
the effective macroscopic stress tensor P̄ , calculated from
expression (14) via the boundary forces acting on the granular
micro-structure, but circumvents the additional computa-
tion of the (computationally expensive) constitutive tangent
matrix typically required in implicit time marching schemes.
Correspondingly, the macro-scale balance equation, origi-
nally given by relation (18), takes the form

M̄ · Ün + C̄ · U̇n + fint
(Un) = fext , (20)

where M̄ is the mass matrix and C̄ is the damping matrix,
which here is taken proportional to the mass matrix as
C̄ = αM̄, with α a viscous damping coefficient. Further, Ün ,
U̇n and Un designate the nodal acceleration, nodal veloc-
ity and nodal displacement vectors at time tn , respectively.
In correspondence with [28], the nodal accelerations Ün at
time tn are approximated through a central difference scheme

based on time step�t in the time interval
[
tn− 1

2
, tn+ 1

2

]
, while

the nodal velocities U̇n are straightforwardly calculated from
averaging the values at times tn− 1

2
and tn+ 1

2
:

Ün = 1

�t

(
U̇n+ 1

2 − U̇n− 1
2

)
and U̇n = 1

2

(
U̇n+ 1

2 + U̇n− 1
2

)
.

(21)

Inserting relations (21) into the equation of motion (20)
results in the update for the nodal velocities U̇ at time tn+ 1

2
:

U̇n+ 1
2 = 1

2 + �tα

[
(2 − �tα) U̇n− 1

2

+ 2�tM̄−1(fext − fint (Un))
]
. (22)

Subsequently, the displacement vector Un+1 is computed

from the velocity vector U̇n+ 1
2 as

Un+1 = Un + U̇n+ 1
2 �t . (23)

In the above relations a lumped (diagonal) mass matrix is
used, for which the diagonal terms at nodes k = 1, . . . K of
element e follow from [29]

Me
kk =

∫
�e

N 2
k d�∑K

k=1

∫
�e

N 2
k d�

∫
�e

ρ̄d�, (24)

where K is the total number of nodes of element e,Nk is the
shape function referring to node k, and ρ̄ is the macroscopic
density computed as the product between the particle density
ρ and the packing volume fraction vm , i.e., ρ̄ = ρvm . The
damping coefficient α appearing in Eq. (22) is adjusted in
each iteration j of time step n as [30]

α = αn, j = 2ξωn, j , (25)

with ξ the damping ratio and ωn, j a frequency parameter,
computed as [31]:

ωn, j =
(

(Un, j )T fn, j
int

(Un, j )T M̄Un, j

)1/2

. (26)

Finally, for warranting the stability of the solution, the time
increment �t is iteratively updated as [30]

�t = �tn, j = γ
2

ωn, j

(√
ξ2 + 1 − ξ

)
, (27)

with γ a safety factor. This safety factor ensures that the
time increment �t can be prescribed sufficiently small to
avoid numerical divergence characteristic of an explicit time-
marching scheme. The solution of Eq. (20) is considered to
be converged when the ratio between the systems’ kinetic
energy Ēn, j

kin in the current iteration j of time step n and the
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maximal kinetic energy Ēn
kin,max reached during the time

step is less or equal than a prescribed tolerance tolĒ :

Ēn, j
kin

Ēn
kin,max

≤ tolĒ , (28)

with the kinetic energy computed as

Ēn, j
kin = 1

2
(U̇n, j )T M̄ U̇n, j . (29)

The macro-scale solution procedure has been implemented
in the finite element code ESyS-Escript [32]; details on the
solution algorithm are provided in Sect. 3.3. The package
mpi4py1 was used for parallelizing the DEM computations
at the different integration points.

3.2 Micro-scale problem

3.2.1 Dynamic relaxation

The micro-scale boundary value problem, consisting of the
equilibrium Eqs. (7)–(9), the constitutive response of the
particles (10), and the boundary conditions (12), is solved
by applying a dynamic relaxation method, similar to the
approach adopted for the macro-scale problem. For each par-
ticle i , with i = 1, . . . , P + Q, the generalized equation of
motion can be expressed as

Mi d̈i = (pr + pd)i for i = 1 . . . , P + Q, (30)

where the mass matrix Mi = diag [Mi , Ii ] includes the
particle mass Mi and the mass moment of inertia Ii =
Mi R2

i /2, with Ri the particle radius. The term d̈i repre-
sents the generalized acceleration vector, calculated as the
second time derivative of the generalized coordinate vec-
tor di = [xi , θ i · e3]T . The generalized coordinate vector
contains the current locations of the particle centres xi and
the particle rotations θ i . The vector pr = [fr , mr · e3]T
is the generalized force vector composed of the resultant
force fr and moment mr acting on particle i . Analogously,
pd = [fd , md · e3]T is the generalized vector containing
the resulting particle force and moment following from the
artificial dissipation applied in the simulations. Based on
[33], the artificial dissipative force fd and moment md are
defined as fd = −α|fr | sign(ẋi ) andmd = −β|mr | sign(θ̇ i ).
The symbols α and β are damping values that are coupled
to (signum) functions of the particle translational velocity
ẋi and rotational velocity θ̇ i , respectively. The equations of
motion (30) are integrated using an explicit, first-order finite
difference scheme, the details of which can be found in [34].

1 See: http://mpi4py.scipy.org/docs/.

The dynamic relaxation process is considered to be con-
verged when the ratio between the kinetic energy Ekin of the
inner particlesPp in the granular medium and their potential
energy Epot is less or equal than a prescribed tolerance [35],
i.e.,

Ekin

Epot
≤ tolE , (31)

with

Ekin = 1

2

P∑
i=1

ḋTi Mi ḋi and

Epot = 1

2

Nc∑
c=1

[
kn

(
f cn
kn

)2

+ ks

(
f cs
ks

)2
]

, (32)

where f cn /kn and f cs /ks reflect the relative elastic displace-
ments in the normal and tangential directions of particle
contact c and Nc is the total number of particle contacts.

3.2.2 Servo-control algorithm for micro-scale boundary
conditions

The periodic displacement and periodic rotation boundary
conditions discussed in Sect. 2.3.1 were implemented by
means of a servo-control algorithm [12]. This algorithm is
based on finding an iterative correction for the boundary
particle displacements and rotations in order to reduce the
difference between the measured and the required values
of the boundary condition. Considering the anti-periodicity
conditions (13) required for boundary forces and boundary
moments, the corresponding residuals for the edge particles
are

�ae = a+
e + a−

e , �me = (m+
e + m−

e ) · e3
for e = 1 . . . , E/2. (33)

Introducing the gain parameters ga and gm , the corrections
for displacements and rotations of the edge particles can be
obtained by multiplying the residuals by the corresponding
gains:

�u+
e = �u−

e = ga�ae,

�θ+
e = �θ−

e = gm�me for e = 1 . . . , E/2. (34)

For the four corner particles no displacement correction is
needed as their displacements are directly imposed as a func-
tion of the macroscopic deformation, i.e. xc = F̄Xc. The
rotations of the corner particles are updated in a similar way
as done for the edge particles in relation (34), in accordance
with the correction
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�θ+
c = �θ−

c = gm�mc, (35)

with

�mc =
4∑

c=1

mc · e3. (36)

This correction is added to the displacement and rotation cal-
culated at the previously converged increment. The process is
considered to be converged when the residual in terms of the
particle forces and particle moments, defined in expressions
(33) and (36), satisfies the criterion

ra(�ae,�me,�mc) ≤ εa . (37)

The residual ra is characterized by the normalized L2-norm
of the incremental boundary forces �ae and moments �me

and �mc of the edge and corner particles, see Table 2,
and εa is a pre-defined tolerance. The implementation of
the micro-scale problem, involving the dynamic relaxation
procedure and the servo-control algorithm for the boundary
conditions, has been performed by using the open-source
discrete element code ESyS-Particle [36,37]. The numerical
algorithm for themulti-scale framework is discussed in detail
in Sect. 3.3.

3.3 Multi-scale FEM–DEM coupling

In order to perform a multi-scale analysis of a granu-
lar system, the macroscopic continuum formulation treated
in Sect. 3.1 is coupled to the discrete micro-scale model
described in Sect. 3.2. The coupled macro-micro solution
algorithm is summarized in Table 1.

The macroscopic domain is discretized in ne finite ele-
ments, with nip integration points (IPs) per element. Before
the loading is applied, an identical granularmicro-structure is
assigned to each integration point. The multi-scale coupling
is realized by following a deformation driven procedure,
consistent with the homogenization strategy presented in
Sect. 2. As pointed out in Table 1, the external load is
applied to themacroscopic domain in an incremental fashion,
whereby for each macroscopic integration point the macro-
scopic deformation gradient F̄ is incrementally updated from
the nodal displacements, and subsequently imposed upon
the frame of boundary particles of the micro-scale granu-
lar packing. At the onset of each increment the macroscopic
deformation is applied homogeneously to all the bound-
ary particles Pq , and the particle assembly is dynamically
relaxed to its equilibrium state. Subsequently, an iterative
loop is entered, whereby the corrections for the displace-
ment and rotation of the boundary particles are calculated
following the servo-control methodology, see relations (33)–
(36). After the application of these corrections, the particle

system is again dynamically relaxed to the equilibrium
state, and the residual ra is computed as a function of
the current values of the boundary forces and moments.
When the convergence criterion given by (37) is satisfied,
the iterative loop is terminated. The macro-scale stress P̄
is calculated from the micro-structural boundary forces in
accordance with expression (14), and its value is trans-
ferred back to the corresponding integration point in the
macroscopic domain. This procedure is performed for all
integration points in the macroscopic domain. Table 2 sum-
marizes the solution algorithm for the micro-scale DEM
simulation.

Once the macroscopic stress is computed in the integra-
tion points, the macroscopic equations of motion (20) are
solved using the iteratively adjusted values of the damp-
ing coefficient (25) and time step (27). The nodal velocities
and nodal displacements are calculated from relations (22)
and (23). When criterion (28) is satisfied, the current incre-
ment is considered to be converged. When this is not the
case, the procedure above is repeated, until expression (28)
holds.

4 Computational results

In this section the proposed FEM–DEM multi-scale frame-
work is validated on a series of representative numerical
simulations. A reference problem is defined first, for which a
mesh convergence study is performed to establish the appro-
priate element size for the FEM model. Subsequently, the
influenceof variousmicro-structural properties on themacro-
scale response is investigated.

4.1 Definition of the reference problem

The macro-scale domain consists of a rectangular speci-
men of dimensions 10mm×20mm, supported vertically at
the complete bottom edge and horizontally in the lower
left corner node. The domain is discretized into ne bilin-
ear quadrilateral elements, with nip = 4 integration points
per element. The specimen is first subjected to isotropic
compression with the stress magnitude σ̄0 = 0.15MN/m
applied in ten loading steps, see Fig. 3a. Next, a biaxial
compression loading stage is initiated, whereby the verti-
cal displacement d̄ is increased incrementally up to a vertical
strain of ε̄ = d̄/hic = 10% of the sample height hic obtained
after isotropic compression, see Fig. 3b. The contribution by
the gravitational loading to the sample response is relatively
small, and therefore may be ignored. Four different FEM
discretizations of the macro-scale domain are considered, as
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Table 1 Incremental-iterative nested multi-scale solution scheme for the coupled FEM–DEM framework

Macro Micro

1. Initialization

• Initialize the macroscopic model

• Assign a discrete RVE to every IP

2. Next increment iinc ≥ 1

• Apply increment of the macroscopic external load

3. Next iteration ii t ≥ 1

• Loop over all integration points

If increment iinc = 1 ⇒ Set F̄ = I and P̄ = 0

If increment iinc > 1 ⇒ Compute deformation gradient F̄
F̄−−→ DEM simulation—see Table 2

• Prescribe periodic boundary conditions

• Dynamic relaxation

Store macroscopic stress P̄
P̄←−− • Compute macroscopic stress P̄

4. Continue iteration

• End IPs loop

• Solve the macroscopic equation of motion (20) with iteratively
updated damping coefficient (26) and time step (27)

• Compute nodal velocities using (22)

• Compute nodal displacements with (23)

5. Check for convergence (28) in terms of kinetic energy

• If converged ⇒ go to next increment 2

• If not converged ⇒ go to next iteration 3

Table 2 Algorithm for the solution of the DEM problem

DEM simulation. Increment iinc

1. Initialize boundary conditions by applying updated macro-scale deformation homogeneously

xq = F̄Xq and θq = 0 for q = 1 . . . , Q

2. Dynamic relaxation until convergence criterion (31) is satisfied.

Obtain boundary forces and moments.

3. Update particle configuration

Partition the boundary into corner c and edge e particles

Calculate edge particles displacement �ue and rotation �θe corrections via (33)-(34)

and corner particles rotation corrections �θc via (35)–(36)

4. Dynamic relaxation until convergence criterion (31) is satisfied.

Obtain boundary forces and moments.

5. Calculate residual

ra =
√∑E/2

e=1(�ae · �ae/ã2e + (�me/m̃e)2) + (�mc/m̃c)2

where ãk = Mk Rk
�t2

, m̃k = Mk R2
k

�t2
with Mk and Rk the mass and radius of particle k; k ∈ {c, e}.

6. Check for convergence: ra ≤ εa

6A. if converged �⇒ Save current configuration, compute macroscopic stress P̄ with (14) and go to macro-scale simulation.

6B. if not converged �⇒ Return to 3.
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(c)

(d)(b)(a)

Fig. 3 Geometry of the macro-scale problem and applied boundary conditions for the a initial isotropic compression loading stage, and b biaxial
compression loading stage; c initial, square micro-structural domain, and d corresponding rose diagram. (Color figure online)

detailed in Sect. 4.2. The damping ratio and safety factor used
in expression (27) are ξ = 1.0 and γ = 0.5, respectively2.

The constitutive behaviour in each macroscopic integra-
tion point follows from the effective response of an initially
(almost) isotropic polydisperse packing composed of 228
particles, see Fig. 3c, d. The chosen number of particles is
based on the convergence study performed in [12], which
shows that under simple shear deformation and periodic
boundary conditions the effective stress response for this
number of particles does not significantly change under a
further increase of the sample size. The initial packing struc-
ture is generated by a collision-driven molecular dynamics
code and subsequently reconstructed into a geometrically
periodic packing, see [12] for more details. The particle radii
are taken from a uniform size distribution with polydisper-
sity Rmax/Rmin = 1.5, with the minimal particle radius
in accordance with Rmin/L = 0.03, where L is the side
length of the initially square micro-structural domain. Note
that from dimensional considerations it follows that the sam-
ple response is uniquely determined via the specific values
chosen for the ratios Rmin/L and Rmax/Rmin . The volume
fraction of the initial packing is vm = 0.846, and the initial
coordination number (i.e, before the application of isotropic
compression) is n̄0 = 2C/(P + Q) = 3.42, with C the
total number of particle contacts and P + Q the total num-

2 Occasionally, the damping ratio ξ and safety factor γ were modified
during the simulation to improve the convergence speed.

ber of (inner+boundary) particles. The fabric anisotropy is
measured as

A = �1

�2
− 1, (38)

where �1 and �2 are the eigenvalues of the fabric tensor

� = 1

2C

P+Q∑
p=1

Nc
p∑

c=1

npc ⊗ npc, (39)

with Nc
p the total number of particles in contact with particle

p and npc the unit vector pointing from the centroid of parti-
cle p to the specific contact point c. The initial anisotropy of
the reference packing isA0 = 0.02. The normal and tangen-
tial stiffnesses in the stick-slip particle contact model (10) are
kn = 104 N/m and ks = 2 · 103 N/m, representing relatively
soft particles, and the friction coefficient equalsμ = 0.4. The
density of the particles is ρ = 2·103 kg/m2. The translational
and rotational damping factors used in the dynamic relax-
ation procedure are α = β = 0.7, and the time increment is
�t = 10−6s. The gain parameters adopted in Eq. (34) for the
application of the boundary conditions are (in dimensionless
form) gaM/�t2 = 1 ·102 and gmMi R2

i /�t2 = 2 ·102, with
Mi = ρπR2

i representing the mass of particle i and Ri its
radius. The tolerances in expressions (31) and (37) are taken
as tolE = 10−3 and εa = 10−4, respectively. The parame-
ters used at the macroscopic and microscopic levels of the
multi-scale framework are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3 Geometrical, physical and algorithmic model parameters at
the macro and micro scales

Parameter Value Unit

Macro-scale

Applied stress isotropic compression σ̄0 0.15 MN/m

Vertical strain biaxial compression ε̄ 0.1 –

Tolerance kinetic energy tolĒ 10−3 –

Damping ratio ξ 1.0 –

Safety factor γ 0.5 –

Micro-scale

Polydispersity Rmax/Rmin 1.5

Anisotropy A0 0.02

Coordination number n̄0 3.42

Elastic normal stiffness kn 1 · 104 N/m

Elastic tangential stiffness ks 2 · 103 N/m

Friction coefficient μ 0.4 –

Density ρ 2 · 103 kg/m2

Translational damping α 0.7 –

Rotational damping β 0.7 –

Time increment �t 10−6 s

Tolerance force εa 10−4 –

Gain force gaM/�t2 1 · 102 –

Gain moment gmMR2/�t2 2 · 102 –

Tolerance dynamic relaxation tolE 10−3 –

4.2 Mesh convergence study

In order to explore the mesh sensitivity of the multi-scale
approach, the macroscopic domain depicted in Fig. 3a has
been discretized into four different meshes, which are char-
acterized by the following number of elements: ne =
[1 × 1, 1 × 2, 2 × 4, 4 × 8], with the corresponding number
of integration points as nip = [4, 8, 32, 128], respectively.
The specimen first undergoes isotropic compression, fol-
lowed by biaxial compression, as described in Sect. 4.1.
The overall stress-deformation response for the considered
meshes is shown in Fig. 4. The stress is measured in terms
of the stress ratio σ̄ , given by

σ̄ =
∣∣∣∣ σ̄11 − σ̄22

σ̄11 + σ̄22

∣∣∣∣ , (40)

which is taken as the average over all integration points,
where σ̄11 and σ̄22 are the normal components of the macro-
scopic Cauchy stress (16) in the axial and lateral directions of
the specimen, respectively. Note that the biaxial stress ratio
σ̄ given by Eq. (40) directly reflects the macroscopic friction
angle φm via the usual relation φm = arcsin(σ̄ ). The linear
axial strain ε̄ is imposed on the specimen via the vertical
displacement d̄:
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Fig. 4 Average macroscopic stress ratio σ̄ as a function of the applied
vertical strain ε̄ for different mesh sizes, and the comparison with the
predictions of two DNS with 441 particles (A) and 1641 particles (B)

ε̄ = d̄

hic
, (41)

where hic is the sample height obtained after the initial,
isotropic compression stage.

The results of the multi-scale simulations are compared to
those of two direct numerical simulations (DNS), in which
the rectangular specimen is described byDEMmodels of 441
and 1681 particles. These models are referred to as DNS A
and DNS B, respectively, and the corresponding samples are
constructed by copying the square L × L micro-structural
domain (used in the multi-scale simulations) multiple times
along the sample height and width, see Fig. 7e, f. Accord-
ingly, the length scale L defines the sample height and width
as 2L × L for DNS A and 4L × 2L for DNS B. The particle
radius is kept the same in the two DEM models, in accor-
dance with the ratios Rmax/Rmin = 1.5 and Rmin/L = 0.03
adopted for the micro-structure used in the multi-scale sim-
ulations. The traction boundary conditions characterizing
the initial isotropic compression stage and the displacement
boundary condition defining the biaxial compression stage
are applied in accordance with the servo-control procedure
presented in [12].

Figure 4 illustrates that the average stress response of the
coupledFEM–DEMmodels for allmeshes considered is very
close to the predictions of the direct numerical simulations,
in particular in the pre-peak regime, 0 ≤ ε̄ ≤ 0.05. After this
point, a moderate softening behaviour is observed, whereby
the responses for the different meshes start to deviate from
one other. Themesh size dependency of the FEM response in
the post-peak regime is a well-known effect; to circumvent
this problem in a multi-scale setting, kinematically enriched
multi-scale frameworks have been proposed in the literature,
see [38,39]. Since in the present work the focus is mainly on
the pre-peak regime of the macroscopic response, the appli-
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 a Average macroscopic coordination number n̄ and b induced anisotropy A as a function of the applied vertical strain ε̄ for different mesh
sizes

cation of these frameworks for granular systems is considered
as a topic for future research.

The influence of the choice of the macroscopic mesh
size on the effective response is further investigated by con-
sidering the evolution of the coordination number n̄ and
the induced fabric anisotropy A (both averaged over all
macroscopic integration points), see Fig. 5a, b. As a general
trend, it can be observed that the results are only slightly
sensitive to the mesh adopted. The coordination number
somewhat decreases with increasing deformation, due to
the horizontal expansion of the macroscopic domain. The
anisotropy initially increases, since the packing deforms
stronger in the vertical direction than in the horizontal direc-
tion, in correspondence with themacroscopic biaxial loading
conditions applied. The induced anisotropy becomes maxi-
mal at about the same deformation stage as at which the
peak strength is reached. In the softening regime, a small
decrease in anisotropy is observed,which is caused by a dilat-
ing particle structure that develops under progressive shear
failure.

In addition to examining the development of the aver-
age stress in the macroscopic domain, the variation in stress
is considered by plotting the stress evolutions in the indi-
vidual integration points of the FEM model. Figure 6a, b
show the stress ratio σ̄ in all the integration points of two
specific meshes selected, which have ne = [2 × 4] and
ne = [4 × 8] elements, respectively. The thick black line
represents the corresponding average stress response taken
from Fig. 4. In general, the spread in stress values in the rel-
atively coarse mesh is smaller than in the fine mesh, which
illustrates that the fine mesh more accurately describes the
heterogeneous response of themacroscopic domain. The het-
erogeneity of the response clearly becomes rather strong in
the softening regime, due to a localization of themacroscopic
deformation pattern. This effect can be further explored

by depicting the micro-structures at a vertical deformation
ε̄ = 0.09 in two different integration points, corresponding
to the locations with the highest (bold dark grey line) and
lowest (bold light grey line) stress levels at the macro-scale.
The micro-structural responses clearly show differences in
both the overall deformed shape and in the force chains
developing within the particle structure (indicated by the red
lines).

In conclusion, the results in Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate that
even the coarsestmeshwith ne = [1 × 1] accurately captures
the average multi-scale stress-deformation response. This
supports the capability of the proposed multi-scale frame-
work to adequately perform large-scale simulations with
a relatively coarse mesh discretization of the macroscopic
domain at limited computational cost. Obviously, a finer
mesh allows for a richer description of the heterogeneous
macroscopic response. This aspect, which has been noticed
from the stress evolutions in Fig. 6, is further elaborated by
comparing the deformed macroscopic configurations com-
puted by the multi-scale method and the DNS at the end of
the deformation process ε̄ = 0.1, see Fig. 7. Here, the vari-
able used in the contour plots is the incremental equivalent
strain �ε̄eq , defined as the L2-norm of the increments of the
components of the linear strain tensor ε̄ = F̄ − I. It can be
observed that the deformation of the macroscopic domain
computed by the multi-scale simulations lies closer to those
computed by DNS when the mesh becomes finer. In addi-
tion, the localization pattern becomes more prominent for
a finer mesh. Based on these results, it is concluded that a
good compromise between the accuracy in the description of
the local macroscopic features and the computational time is
found for the mesh of ne = [2 × 4] elements with nip = 32
integration points. Hence, this mesh will be used for the
forthcoming multi-scale simulations in which the influence
of micro-structural parameters on the effective macroscopic
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Fig. 6 Evolution of the stress
ratio σ̄ in all integration points
of the two FEM meshes a
ne = [2 × 4] and b
ne = [4 × 8]. The bold dark
grey and light grey lines refer to
the integration points with the
highest and lowest stress levels
at a strain ε̄ = 0.09, and the
corresponding micro-structural
responses are visualized in the
insets (with the particle contact
forces indicated in red). The
black bold line represents the
evolution of the average stress,
taken from Fig. 4. (Color figure
online)

(a)

(b)

response is analysed. As a final note, from the deformed
configurations computed with DNS it can be observed that
a few inner particles have been pushed through the frame of
boundary particles during the dynamic relaxation procedure,
thereby ending up outside the actual macroscopic domain.
A way to prevent this from happening is by extending the
thickness of the boundary frame with more particles. This
solution, however, has not been implemented here, since the
influence of this effect on the macroscopic response is neg-
ligible.

4.3 Influence of micro-structural parameters on the
macroscopic response

The macroscopic geometry in Fig. 3 is discretized with the
selected mesh of 2 × 4 finite elements, whereby the par-
ticle contact friction, the particle rotation, and the initial
fabric anisotropy are varied. In the analysis of the results
the attention will be focused on the pre-peak regime of the
macroscopic response, during which the FEM results are
independent of the mesh size, see Sect. 4.2

4.3.1 Particle contact friction

The effect of particle friction on the macro-scale response
is investigated by considering three different values for the
particle contact friction, namely μ = [0.2, 0.4, 0.6]. Note
that μ = 0.4 is the friction coefficient of the reference par-
ticle packing studied in Sect. 4.2 The macroscopic stress
evolution, expressed in terms of the stress ratio σ̄ aver-
aged over all the integration points, is presented in Fig. 8a.
In addition, the evolution of the volumetric deformation
J̄rel = (det(F̄) − det(F̄ic))/det(F̄ic) is plotted in Fig. 8b,
where F̄ic is the deformation gradient, evaluated at the end
of the preliminary isotropic compression stage. As expected,
from Fig. 8a it follows that in the pre-peak regime the stress
ratio clearly is higher for a larger particle contact friction.
In addition, the development of compaction (corresponding
to a negative value of J̄rel ) during the initial stage of defor-
mation, as typical for packings with relatively soft particle
contacts, is larger for a higher value of the particle con-
tact friction. Essentially, the normal contact forces become
larger when the particle contact friction increases, which
generates more particle overlap, and thus more compaction.
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Fig. 7 a–d Contour plots of the incremental equivalent strain �ε̄eq on
the deformed macroscopic domain at ε̄ = 0.1, for the four considered
meshes; the insets illustrate the deformed micro-structures at integra-
tion points near the top and bottom of themacroscopic domain (with the

particle contact forces indicated in red). e, f Deformed configurations
of the two direct numerical simulations, shown for comparison. (Color
figure online)

This result is consistent with other DEM results presented
in the literature [40]. At ε̄ = 0.08 the structure starts to fail
and develops into a dilated particle structure (corresponding
to a positive value of J̄rel ). At this stage, the order of the
deformation responses in Fig. 8b changes, and is expected

to eventually show a trend whereby the dilation will be
larger for a higher particle friction, see also [6,40]. However,
this will happen at deformations falling outside the range
considered here, whereby shear failure has substantially
developed.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8 a Average macroscopic stress ratio σ̄ and b volumetric deformation J̄rel as a function of the applied vertical strain ε̄ for different particle
contact friction coefficients μ

The evolutions of the mean coordination number n̄ and
the mean anisotropy parameterA for simulations performed
with different particle friction coefficients are illustrated in
Fig. 9a, b, respectively. For all cases the coordination number
decreases with increasing deformation; the loss of contacts
can be ascribed to the horizontal expansion of the speci-
men, which occurs despite that the overall material structure
compacts, see Fig. 8b. A similar observation was made in
the DEM study presented in [41]. Moreover, the coordina-
tion number in general is lower for a higher particle contact
friction, which is in correspondencewith theDEM study pre-
sented in [40]. Since the coordination number is lower and
the overall strength is larger at higher particle contact friction,
the average particle contact force becomes larger when the
particle contact friction increases. Observe further that the
effect of the contact friction on the induced fabric anisotropy
is minimal during the initial stage of the response. Close to
progressive shear failure some differences emerge, whereby
the induced anisotropy tends to grow when the particle con-
tact friction, and thus the overall failure strength, becomes
larger.

4.3.2 Particle rotation

The effect of particle rotation upon themacroscopic response
of the granular structure is examined by comparing the
responses of the reference particle structure defined inTable 3
for the cases with and without particle rotation. The latter
case is obtained by prescribing the rotation of the inner par-
ticles Pp of the granular micro-structure to be zero, θp = 0,
throughout the entire loading process. For the boundary parti-
clesPq the rotation follows from the periodicity requirement
(12). Figure 10a shows the evolution of the stress ratio σ̄ and
Fig. 10b illustrates the development of the volumetric defor-
mation J̄rel for the two cases. The ultimate failure strength

of the system with constrained particle rotation appears to
be more than 30% higher than the ultimate failure strength
of the system with unconstrained particle rotation. Essen-
tially, limiting the particle rotation may be interpreted as a
kinematic constraint that increases the shear strength [6,42].
Hence, granular materials composed of angular shaped par-
ticles, which are susceptible to interlocking, show limited
particle rotation, and thus typically have a higher effective
strength than granular materials composed of smooth, round
particles [43]. The deformation behaviour plotted in Fig. 10b
illustrates that the particle system with constrained rotation
experiences more compaction than the particle system with
unconstrained rotation. This result is consistent with the
DEM study on relatively soft particle systems reported in
[42], and is due to larger particle overlap from the higher
normal contact forces generated under constrained particle
rotation. Note that the above trends are analogue to what has
been observed in Fig. 8 from constraining particle sliding by
increasing the particle contact friction.

Figure 11a, b show the evolution of the coordination num-
ber n̄ and the induced fabric anisotropy A, respectively, for
the simulations with constrained and unconstrained particle
rotations. The coordination number decreases with defor-
mation, and is smaller for the case of constrained particle
rotation. Furthermore, from Figs. 10a and 11b it is con-
cluded that the shear strength is higher when the induced
anisotropy is larger. More specifically, at an axial strain
ε̄ = 0.073 the granular assembly with unconstrained par-
ticle rotation has reached its maximal shear strength, which
is 0.39/0.48 = 0.81 times lower than the corresponding
strength of the granular assembly with constrained particle
rotation. The anisotropy ratio for the two granular assem-
blies turns out to be similar, and at ε̄ = 0.073 equals
0.27/0.33 = 0.82, thus indicating here an almost linear rela-
tion between shear strength and induced anisotropy.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9 aAverage macroscopic coordination number n̄ and b induced anisotropyA as a function of the applied vertical strain σ̄ for different particle
contact friction coefficients μ

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 a Average macroscopic stress ratio σ̄ and b volumetric deformation J̄rel as a function of the applied vertical strain ε̄ for constrained and
unconstrained particle rotation

(a) (b)

Fig. 11 a Average macroscopic coordination number n̄ and b induced anisotropy A as a function of the applied vertical strain ε̄ for constrained
and unconstrained particle rotations
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4.3.3 Initial anisotropy

The influence of the initial anisotropy of the granular
micro-structure on the macro-scale response is assessed by
considering, together with the reference particle packing
defined in Table 3, two additional particle packings char-
acterized by higher anisotropy values. Accordingly, the set
of initial anisotropy parameters is A0 = [0.02, 0.05, 0.08],
and the corresponding microstructures and rose diagrams are
sketched in Fig. 12.

The evolutions of the effective stress and the volumet-
ric deformation for the different initial fabric anisotropies
are shown in Fig. 13a, b, respectively. The value of the
peak strength appears to be lower for a higher initial fabric
anisotropy, and is reached at a smaller axial strain ε̄. Further,
in the pre-peak regime a higher initial fabric anisotropy cre-
ates less compaction of the granular packing, which agrees
with the DEM study performed in [41]. Combining the
results from both figures leads to the conclusion that a higher
compaction level obtained under a lower initial anisotropy
provides a higher effective shear strength of the sample.

The average coordination number n̄ and the induced
anisotropy A are illustrated in Fig. 14a, b for the three
different initial anisotropies. The structure with the lowest
initial anisotropy A = 0.02 clearly has the highest coor-
dination number close to the onset of localized failure at
ε̄ = 0.07, which corresponds to the highest compacting level
and the largest overall strength, see Fig. 13. For the other two
anisotropies considered this relation is less clear, but may
become more apparent when the number of particles in the
micro-scale domain is enlarged. Further, the link between

the initial anisotropy and the induced anisotropy depicted in
Fig. 14b can not be clearly established, although it can be
observed that during progressive shear failure (i.e., in the
deformation range 0.06 ≤ ε̄ ≤ 0.08) the order of the three
curves is similar as for the shear strength depicted in Fig. 13a.

5 Conclusions

In the present contribution a multi-scale model for the analy-
sis of granular systems has been proposed, which combines
the principles of a coupled FEM–DEM approach with a
novel servo-control methodology for the implementation of
appropriate micro-scale boundary conditions. A mesh con-
vergence study has been performed, whereby the results of
a quasi-static biaxial compression test were compared to
those obtained by direct numerical simulations. The compar-
ison demonstrated the capability of the multi-scale method
to realistically capture the macro-scale response, even for
macroscopic domains characterized by a relatively coarse
mesh; this makes it possible to accurately analyse large-
scale granular systems in a computationally efficient manner.
The multi-scale framework has been applied to study in a
systematic manner the role of individual micro-structural
characteristics on the effective macro-scale response. The
effect of particle contact friction, particle rotation, and initial
fabric anisotropy on the overall response has been consid-
ered, as measured in terms of the evolution of the effective
stress, the volumetric deformation, the average coordination
number and the induced anisotropy. The trends observed are
in accordance with notions from physics, and observations

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12 a Particle packings used to assess the influence of initial fabric anisotropy on the macro-scale response, and b the corresponding rose
diagrams, for initial anisotropies A0 = [0.02, 0.05, 0.08]. (Color figure online)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 13 a Average macroscopic stress ratio σ̄ and b volumetric deformation J̄rel as a function of the applied vertical strain ε̄ for three packings
with different values of the initial anisotropy A0

(a) (b)

Fig. 14 a Average macroscopic coordination number n̄ and b induced anisotropyA as a function of the applied vertical strain ε̄ for three packings
with different initial anisotropy A0

from experiments and other DEM simulations presented in
the literature. Accordingly, it is concluded that the present
framework provides an adequate tool for exploring the
effect of micro-structural characteristics on the macroscopic
response of large-scale granular structures.

Since the proposed multi-scale framework is based on
first-order homogenization principles, it can only be ade-
quately applied for problems whereby microscopic length
scale effects do not influence the macroscopic response.
Examples whereby this separation of length scales holds
are static (and dynamic) problems in which significant strain
localization remains absent, and dynamic problems in which
the time-dependent response is composed of non-dispersive,
slowly varying low-frequency components. The extension
of the proposed multi-scale FEM–DEM scheme for applica-
tions related to strain localization and high-frequency wave
propagation is a topic for future research.
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